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a b s t r a c t
This work explores the impact of nanoscale surface heterogeneity, small relative to the effective contact
area between two surfaces, on pairwise colloid-scale interactions. Polycation-based positive patches, of
order 10 nm in diameter, arranged randomly and lying ﬂat on otherwise negative substrates, were used
to create surfaces whose competing attractive and repulsive features determined the net interactions
with opposing surfaces. Lab experiments and simulations of the adhesion of gently ﬂowing dilute negative microparticles varied particle size (0.5–2 lm), ionic strength (j1 = 1–12 nm) and the density of heterogeneity on the collectors. Limiting behaviors from heterogeneity-controlled at high ionic strength to
mean-ﬁeld-like interactions at low ionic strength are reported. When heterogeneities are important, pairwise interactions are more attractive than predicted by average surface properties (e.g. per DLVO), and an
adhesion threshold, describing the minimum average density of cationic features needed for single particle capture (adhesion), depends strongly on Debye length. In the opposite limit, the threshold becomes
insensitive to the Debye length, and the average surface character approximates the interactions. An analytical treatment, reduced to a simple scaling argument predicts a 1/2 power-law dependence of the
adhesion threshold on Debye length and particle size. A slightly stronger particle size dependence in
experiments and simulations results from hydrodynamic contributions along with slight scaling differences in electrostatic, van der Waals, and hydrodynamic forces. An analogy to biological ligands is made
for the heterogeneity-dominated limit: it is discovered, for this particular system, that engagement of as
few as 20–100 cationic patches dictates particle adhesion (with details depending on ﬂow, particle size,
and ionic strength), similar to reports for selectin-mediated rolling of white blood cells during the inﬂammatory pathway. Also discovered is a heterogeneity-dependent crossover in the effect of ionic strength
on particle capture, where added salt promotes particle adhesion in most cases but stabilizes the particles
when the heterogeneity becomes relatively dense.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
All naturally-occurring surfaces are heterogeneous, with great
chemical and topographical diversity. Synthetic interfaces (emulsions, foams, suspensions of micron- and sub-micron organic, inorganic, and polymeric particles) are sometimes geometrically and
chemically simpler; however, heterogeneity usually exists in all
but the most model of systems. Heterogeneity is an especially
important feature of biological cells: for instance the clustering
of receptors in phospholipid rafts potentially increases binding
avidity. Of the two types of heterogeneity, chemical variations or
roughness, works targeting the impact of the latter on force, friction, and adhesion are too numerous to review. For chemically
homogeneous surfaces, roughness usually shifts the distance of
* Corresponding author. Fax: +1 413 545 0082.
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closest approach between two surfaces and convolutes the interaction potential between smooth surfaces [1,2]. Pure roughness may
also enhance the adhesion of small particles through an increase in
the contact area (for particles of appropriate size), or shielding
from hydrodynamic forces [3].
Long before the advent of chemical force spectroscopy to
quantify chemical heterogeneities in systems including minerals
[4–7], polymers [8–10], and biological cells [11–14], chemical
heterogeneity was known to inﬂuence and even dominate colloidal forces and adhesion. For instance impurities on mineral surfaces often dictate aggregation [15–18], while small chemical
features on polymer surfaces control contact angle and wetting
[19–21], produce membrane fouling [22,23], enhance engineering
adhesion [8,24,25], and determine biomaterial effectiveness [26–
30]. Intracellular surface heterogeneities even govern biological
processes such as the initial phases of leukocyte adhesion
[31,32].
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Electrostatic heterogeneity is understood to enhance bacterial
adhesion [33] if not control it altogether (for some strains)
[34,35]; it has been implicated in otherwise unexplained ﬂocculation in colloidal systems [36–38], it is associated with defects in
colloidal assemblies and crystals [39], and it has been used to ﬂocculate particles in papermaking and waste-water treatment:
patch-wise ﬂocculation is accomplished with low molecular
weight polymers of high cationic charge density, added in small
amounts to negatively charged dispersions [40–45]. When the
chains adsorb to individual negative particles in small amounts,
they locally overcompensate the underlying negative charge, creating cationic nanoscale ‘‘patches” which are attracted to bare regions on other particles, producing aggregation. (The mechanism
differs from bridging which requires higher molecular weight
chains to reach between two particles.) The point-wise interactions
between antigen- and peptide-presenting biomaterials and living
cells are in some ways similar in physical principle to this example.
It is frequently reported, based on quantitative studies, that interaction forces or adhesion are ‘‘not additive,” as they are dominated by
heterogeneities or ‘‘hot spots” rather than reﬂecting the average surface character [46,47]. Attractions are often observed to be stronger,
by orders of magnitude, than one would estimate from classical DLVO
treatments where an area-averaged surface charge or potential (for
instance approximated by zeta potentials) is employed [2,48–52].
Connecting to the current work, we note that the ‘‘additive” or ‘‘classical” DLVO is a ‘‘mean-ﬁeld” approach, where one electrostatic potential and one Hamaker constant describe the surface.
A comprehensive understanding of how small-scale heterogeneity impacts colloidal forces is still forthcoming, as systematic
experimental variations in heterogeneity are difﬁcult. Only a few
experimental systems have been developed to controllably vary
heterogeneity, most of them with the heterogeneity lengthscales
that approach those of the interacting objects or particles, or which
utilize surfaces that are not entirely ﬂat (thereby including some
topography) [46,47,53–57]: in one exception, half-micron-scale latex deposition was employed to characterize unsaturated adsorbed
layers of cationic polyelectrolyte at limited conditions where 2–3
polymer chains captured each latex particle [58,59]. In another,
simulations reveal how hydrodynamics alter particle capture and
release on surfaces with small heterogeneities [60]. Better experimental headway has been made through the variation of ionic
strength, with the heterogeneous surface itself a ﬁxed entity: ionic
strength alters the structure of colloidal layers deposited on heterogeneous substrates [61], allowing larger numbers of particles to
be deposited on submicron adhesive elements [57]. Increases in ionic strength also increase the particle capture rate on some surfaces with ﬁxed heterogeneity [49].
Modeling of heterogeneity showed that it can impact the ultimate structure of deposited colloidal layers; however, early models
assumed that single heterogeneity ‘‘elements” were each capable
of adhering micron-scale particles, by virtue of their size [49,62]
or binding strength [63]. While this assumption can sometimes
hold [53,64], is not always the case and becomes less realistic for
smaller surface asperities. Renormalization of mean-ﬁeld expressions by integrating over the distribution of heterogeneity captures
some features of experiment, but requires assignment of ionicstrength-dependent heterogeneity parameters [49].
The current work systematically examines of the impact of random chemical heterogeneity on pairwise interactions and dynamic
adhesion, as exempliﬁed by the capture of individual ﬂowing particles on heterogeneous planar surfaces. We deﬁne ‘‘heterogeneity”
as variations in surface chemistry at lengthscales at least an order
of magnitude smaller than the area of interaction between two
surfaces, so that many ‘‘features” may engage as surfaces approach.
This deﬁnition excludes topographically complex surfaces or those
with regular patterns or larger features, for instance micron or
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near-submicron elements or chemical stripes on a planar surface
that interact with a microparticle. Indeed, in the current work,
the primary action of the heterogeneous features is to provide tiny
regions of high attractive energy. In principle, the feature size need
not be proportional to its adhesion energy, though this is frequently the case and it is an issue we are examining separately.
Electrostatic heterogeneity is considered in this paper, using a
model system consisting of a negative surface randomly decorated
with ﬂat cationic patches that are about 10-nm in size. The subsequent adhesion rates of ﬂowing micron-scale particles, in the limit
of low particle coverages, are dictated exclusively by collector-particle interactions, avoiding multi-particle interactions. Also presented are simulations incorporating hydrodynamic and colloidal
interactions that match the experimental parameters, along with
analytical and scaling treatments.
Within the electrostatic paradigm of a repulsive surface containing small random attractive elements, the current paper examines
the effects of particle size, ionic strength, and the degree of heterogeneity over a much broader range than prior work, and combines
simulation and experiment to reveal aspects of adhesion that are
difﬁcult to access by experiment alone. Two limiting regimes are
explored. At high ionic strength, particle adhesion is dominated
by the heterogeneity of the collector: microparticles adhere onto
surfaces even though the net interactions (for instance, anticipated
by DLVO based on the average surface charge/potential) would be
repulsive. The adhesion is characterized by a particle-sensitive
threshold that sets a minimum average density of attractive elements needed to capture particles, with the threshold sensitive to
ionic strength. Simulations further reveal the number of cationic
patches engaged in particle capture. Since, in this limit, the nanoscale cationic patches act as individual adhesive elements, an analogy to bioadhesion is made: depending on particle size and ionic
strength, O(10)–O(100) patches are required to capture each microparticle; although the number of patches per unit area of effective
particle-collector contact is essentially constant. In the opposite
limit, at low ionic strengths mean-ﬁeld-like behavior is observed
and the adhesion rate becomes insensitive to ionic strength.
The study reports an additional interesting observation, as the
ionic strength is increased, crossing over from heterogeneity-dominated behavior to mean-ﬁeld-like action: for surfaces with low
densities of heterogeneity, ionic strength increases the rate of particle adhesion, analogous to ﬂocculation, as is frequently found in
the literature. Conversely, for surfaces that are slightly more attractive, due to a greater density of cationic patches, ionic strength detracts from the particle capture rate. This effective particle
stabilization at increased ionic strength is seen both experimentally and in simulations and is a consequence of the randomness
of the distribution of attractive heterogeneities, as added salt also
screens the locally attractive regions of the surface.
In this paper, analytical and scaling arguments are also presented for the effect of ionic strength and particle size on the critical surface density of patches required for particle capture. The
scaling exponent of 1/2 reﬂects the random distribution of adhesive elements and the effective contact area in a system whose
interactions are predominantly electrostatic.

2. Description of the system
These studies utilize a system, shown in Fig. 1, in which microparticles of radius a and relatively uniform negative surface charge
are gently ﬂowed in simple shear over electrostatically heterogeneous collecting surfaces and their adhesion monitored. The heterogeneous nanofeatures on the collector are electrostatically
attractive while the main portion of the collecting surface is electrostatically repulsive towards approaching particles.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of system, illustrating how 11-nm adsorbed cationic polymer coils act as randomly-distributed adhesive patches that can capture particles from a ﬂowing,
monodisperse suspension.

For simplicity, the surface potentials of the negative and positive regions of the collecting surfaces are equal but opposite in
sign, and the negative portion of the collector is the same as the
microparticles themselves. This is accomplished experimentally
by adsorbing cationic polymer coils (poly(dimethylaminoethyl
methcrylate)), pDMAEMA, with Rh = 4.5 nm and Rg slightly larger
to give the 11 nm diameter [65], at sub-monolayer coverages onto
a negatively charged silica ﬂat [66,67]. We refer to the resulting
isolated adsorbed polycation chains as ‘‘patches,” in Fig. 1. The
charge on these cationic patches is sufﬁciently dense that the adsorbed chains lie ﬂat to the surface at the conditions of study, with
nearly 100% trains [68]. The dense positive charge of the adsorbed
polycations also locally overcompensates the underlying negative
charge of the silica, similar to that known to occur in ‘‘patch ﬂocculation” [40,41,43–45]. As the pDMAEMA is a weak polyelectrolyte, the buffer pH of 6.1 was chosen so that the polycation was
strongly charged, and so that a saturated layer of pDMAEMA exhibited a positive electrophoretic mobility that was roughly equal (but
opposite in sign) to that of bare silica at the same conditions (3.5
and 3.5  108 m2/Vs, respectively corresponding roughly to
50 and +50 mV. This corresponds to 14–15 uncompensated positive charges per patch) [66,69]. We have also conﬁrmed that the
adsorbed patches are not displaced or transferred during these
experiments, nor do they exhibit any lateral mobility [70].
It is also worth mentioning that at the saturation coverage of
0.45 mg/m2 [69,71], the collecting surfaces bear relatively uniform
positive charge. This condition represents nominal 100% coverage
of the surface by the polycation. The surfaces are net negative below coverages of 50%, or 0.225 mg/m2, corresponding to an average
center–center patch spacing of 15 nm [66]. This work focuses on
surfaces which are net negative, or which have average patch–
patch spacings greater than about 20 nm. It is a coincidence, that
for these 11 nm pDMAEMA coils, the % coverage (deﬁned simply
relative to a saturated surface) corresponds roughly to the occupied area of the surface, allowing a close comparison with
simulation.
The simulations have been designed to match the experiments,
leaving no adjustable parameters. Negatively charged surfaces of
both the collector and the spherical particles were assigned surface
potentials of 50 mV, while the positive patches on the collector
were +50 mV. Round cationic patches, 11 nm in diameter, were
placed randomly on the collector (yielding Poisson statistics), to
generate each collecting surface having a nominal area fraction
occupied by cationic patches [66]. Colloidal forces between the
sphere and the collector were calculated by the grid surface integration (GSI) method [72], employing a non-retarded Hamaker
constant of 5  1021 J for both positive and negative surface regions. The electrostatic double layer interactions between the each
particle and the heterogeneous collector were based on the constant surface potential approximation to the linearized Poisson–
Boltzmann equation. The GSI method is based on the discretization

of two interacting surfaces of arbitrary geometry and heterogeneity, with subsequent integration to yield the total interactions
(force or potential) at each point in the simulation. It will become
apparent in the results that, though this approach adds electrostatic and van der Waals forces in manner that may seem similar
to DLVO, the integrative GSI approach produces fundamental and
substantial differences relative to DLVO that are effective in
explaining counterintuitive experimental results. The colloidal
(electrostatic and van der Waals) forces are combined with hydrodynamic forces via a mobility-matrix formulation of the low Reynolds number ﬂow problem to determine the translational and
rotational velocities, and thus the trajectory of a particle near a
heterogeneous surface. With the simulations predicting the tractories of single particles ﬂowing over the patchy surfaces, over a
thousand such trajectories were run on different surfaces to determine the particle capture kinetics corresponding to an individual
experimental data point. The number of trajectories and size of
the collecting surface were chosen sufﬁciently large that a further
increase had a negligible inﬂuence on the computed deposition
rates, thereby ensuring convergence of the results.
3. Experimental details
Poly(dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate), pDMAEMA, a gift from
DuPont was 31,300 in molecular weight. It was transferred from its
original THF solution to water and then phosphate buffer as previously described [69,73]. The substrates, acid-etched microscope
slides (Fisher Scientiﬁc, Pittsburgh, PA) were soaked in concentrated sulfuric acid overnight to produce substrates with a 10-nm
layer of silica on their outer surfaces [74]. Phosphate buffer solutions with pH 6.1 were made using 0.0234 M KH2PO4 and adding
a small amount of NaOH to reach the ﬁnal pH. This solution was
diluted as necessary with DI water to produce the more dilute buffer solutions. We found negligible pH variations with dilution in
this range. The more concentrated buffer solution for a 1 nm Debye
length was based on a 0.0936 M KH2PO4 solution whose pH was
adjusted slightly by the addition of dilute NaOH.
Monodisperse silica particles were purchased from a variety of
sources. Data reproduced here from a previous paper using 460 nm
particles employed a modiﬁed in-house Stober synthesis [75,76] in
which a rhodamine-tagged core was surrounded by several layers
of non-ﬂuorescent regular silica, as described in the original paper
[66]. New data with 1 lm particles employed a sample from GelTech (Orlando, Fl). Two-micron particles were purchased from
Bangs Labs (Fisher, IN).
Heterogeneous surfaces were created by ﬂowing a 20 ppm
pDMAEMA solution in 0.026 M buffer over a microscope slide in
our laminar slit ﬂow cell (at a wall shear of 5 s1) for a controlled
period of time, and then switching back to the same buffer. At this
ionic strength for deposition, the Debye length is sufﬁciently small
so that the chains are random coils. Based on a lack of mobility at
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the conditions of study, we expect that variations in ionic strength
during particle capture did not facilitate rearrangements of the adsorbed polymer coils [70,77]. Also, at these deposition conditions,
the transport-limited deposition rate has been well-studied by
optical reﬂectometry, so precise timing during the adsorption produces tight (±0.005 mg/m2) control over the density of polymer
deposited [65,66]. After 5 additional minutes of buffer ﬂow at these
conditions, the ﬂow chamber was switched to a second buffer
appropriate to the conditions for a particular particle deposition
study. It is worth noting that though particle deposition was studied for a broad range of ionic strengths, the conditions for collector
fabrication (ie. polymer adsorption) were constant. We checked
that polymer was retained when the buffer was switched to that
for the particle adhesion studies.
After 5 min of ﬂow of the second buffer, a 0.1 wt% particle suspension in the second buffer was ﬂowed over the test surface and
particle deposition monitored either by optical reﬂectometry or directly in a lateral microscope. In both methods, the ﬂow chamber
was oriented with the test surface perpendicular to gravity so that
only colloidal and hydrodynamic forces inﬂuenced particle capture. The particle deposition rate was linear in particle ﬂow time
for many tens of minutes, providing a large window over which
to measure the particle deposition rate before surface crowding reduced the particle capture rate. The particle adhesion in this linear
regime was interpreted to reﬂect pairwise particle-collector
interactions.
For studies employing optical microscopy to track particle
deposition, video footage was analyzed frame-by-frame to determine particle capture rates using Image-J software. In the case of
optical reﬂectometry, the signal at short times is linear in the particle surface coverage, and transport-limited particle capture on
highly adhesive cationic surfaces was employed to establish a calibration constant, as previously described [66].

4. Simulation detail: from single particle trajectories to
deposition rates
Duffadar and Davis have developed a simulation scheme, the
Grid Surface Integration (GSI) method, to compute colloidal interactions (electrostatic double layer, van der Waals) between particles and surfaces, either (or both) of which can have arbitrary
shape and chemical heterogeneity. They have combined this method with a mobility-matrix formulation of particle hydrodynamics
to predict trajectories of single particles in shear ﬂow over heterogeneous surfaces. As detailed descriptions of the simulations are
lengthy and have been published previously [72,78], we will not
repeat them here. At the level of individual particles, the method
predicts particle adhesion (as evidenced by very close approach,
or contact between nanometer-scale roughness elements on the
surfaces) on surfaces whose patch densities fall above the adhesion
threshold, and no particle adhesion on surfaces whose patches
densities fall below the threshold. Quantitative comparison with
experiment, in the current work, however, requires the translation
of single particle trajectories to macroscopic particle accumulation
rates.
The probabilistic approach, developed here for the prediction of
particle deposition rates from a ﬂowing suspension, employs
roughly Ttotal(q) = 1000 simulations of single particle trajectories
over different surfaces carrying the same overall patch density, q,
but varying in the details of the random patch arrangements. Prediction of a deposition rate datum (corresponding to a single
experimental run) involves determination of the average effective
surface length (travel distance) and average travel time before a
single particle adheres to the collector for the 1000 simulations.
Because the colloidal interactions come into play only for relatively

small particle separations, it is assumed that particle transport
from the bulk solution to the region near the heterogeneous collecting surface occurs at the transport-limited rate, which is calculated from the Leveque equation for diffusers in a slit shear cell
[79]. (Additional simulations performed with Brownian forces included explicitly via a Gaussian-distributed stochastic noise term
yielded identical results for the deposition rates for the parameters
used in this study.) Once a particle is sufﬁciently close to the surface, the local surface landscape, comprising van der Waals and
patchy electrostatic interactions, determines the particle trajectory
and adhesive (or not) fate. Of the total number of trajectories, Ttotal(q), for a given surface patch density, ﬂow rate, particle size,
and ionic strength, some number, Tarrest(q), lead to particle contact
and adhesion. For this study, the capture criterion is that the separation distance between the particle and surface drops below
1 nm. Additional simulations with different cutoff values exhibited
negligible differences in the computed deposition rate curves provided the critical separation distance for adhesion was taken to be
less than approximately 2 nm. (Analogous results are obtained
using the more detailed model of Duffadar and Davis [78] that accounts for particle rolling if a sufﬁciently large and experimentally
relevant value of the coefﬁcient of rolling friction is employed.) If
particle adhesion occurs, Ladh represents the translational distance
covered by the particle before it adheres, and tadh denotes the
elapsed time before particle adhesion, each for the particular particle of study.
Libraries of heterogeneous surfaces, with thousands of different
random surfaces for each single patch loading, q, were needed for
this work. To create these, each surface was initially discretized
into a square grid, the optimal size of which was previously discussed [72]. The appropriate numbers of these grid elements, for
a particular average patch loading, were assigned a randomly-located positive patch, using a Gaussian random number generator
in Intel FORTRAN to yield Poisson statistics. The remaining patches
were negatively charged. This method ensures that the placement
of each patch is independent of the location of other patches,
though the patches may not overlap. The approach is consistent
with the screening of the inter-coil repulsion during pDMAEMA
deposition at the substantial ionic strength used in the
experiments.
For each datum, corresponding to Ttotal(q) simulated trajectories
(order 1000), the probability of particle adhesion is given by:

Padh ðqÞ ¼

T arrest ðqÞ
T tot ðqÞ

ð1Þ

The mean distance traveled, Lmean(q) and mean time taken tmean(q),
prior to particle adhesion are deﬁned:

Lmean ðqÞ ¼

PT tot ðqÞ

nk Ladh;k
T arrest ðqÞ

k¼1

t mean ðqÞ ¼

PT tot ðqÞ

nk t adh;k
T arrest ðqÞ

k¼1

ð2a; bÞ

Here for the kth simulation, nk = 1 if the particle ultimately adheres,
and 0 if it does not. The probability of particle adhesion Padh(q) is
then combined with Lmean to obtain an average effective surface
length Ladh,eff(q) required to adhere a single particle on a surface
of average patch loading, q. Similarly, an effective time, tadh,eff(q),
required for particle adhesion is found by combining Pdep(q) with
tmean(q).

Ladh;eff ðqÞ ¼
tadh;eff ðqÞ ¼

1
X
f1  Padh ðqÞgk Padh ðqÞLmean ðqÞ þ kLtotal g
k¼0
1
X

f1  P adh ðqÞgk Padh ðqÞLmean ðqÞ þ kt total g

ð3aÞ
ð3bÞ

k¼0

Here, Ltotal is the extent of the surface used for the simulations and is
typically 20–30 times the particle diameter, while ttotal is the time
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required for the particle to ﬂow over this length of surface without
contact. The approach of summing an inﬁnite series in Eq. (3) is
analogous to modeling a much larger domain using periodic boundary conditions, and removes the dependence of the results on the
(ﬁnite) length of the surface used in the simulations. This makes
it particularly advantageous for simulations on surfaces with q near
the adhesion threshold, for which the adhesion rate is small. A simulated particle deposition rate, dCsim/dt can be computed as

dCsim 4pqSiO2 a3
1
¼
:
Ladh;eff ðqÞWt adh;eff ðqÞ
dt
3

ð4Þ

Here, qSiO2 is the density of silica, and W is the width of the
heterogeneous surface, taken as 2a. This simulated particle deposition rate is then renormalized relative to the maximum, transportlimited rate, to take into account ﬂow cell geometry, and transport
effects involving the arrival of the particle at the near-surface regime which comprises the staring point for each simulated
trajectory:


dC
dC
ðqÞ ¼
dt
dt transport

!

dCsim
dt
limited

ð5Þ

dCsim;max
dt

Here dCsim,max/dt is the maximum value of the simulated deposition
rate for each set of experimental conditions (patch density, particle
size, ﬂow rate, ionic strength, etc.). This renormalization obviates
the need for the multiplicative factor of 4pqSiO2 a3 =3W in Eq. (4),
which is included only to yield the proper units in the intermediate
results for dCsim/dt. The expression developed in Eq. (5) is appropriate for comparison to experimental measurements using dilute suspensions in a ﬂow chamber.

Extrapolated
th h ld
thresholds

1

0

0

5.1. Particle size and ionic strength: a range of behaviors
Compared in Fig. 2 are the simulated and experimentally observed particle capture rates (lines and symbols, respectively) on
a series of surfaces, with varying cationic patch content on the xaxis. The x-axis units are % positive patches, based on a saturated
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A few general comments about this simulation approach are
worth noting: First the study of single particle behavior on heterogeneous surfaces, employing a library of thousands of randomly
generated surfaces turns out to be an effective tool for comparison
to experimental systems that involve many particles but are still
dominated by pairwise particle–surface interactions. The experimental conditions in this paper correspond to the dilute particle
limit, making the single particle simulation runs appropriate. Second, while Brownian effects are important in controlling the diffusion of particles from the bulk to the near-surface region, they turn
out not to inﬂuence the particle behavior near the surface itself.
We established this in simulations [80] which included multiple
effects for the stochastic term [81–83]. These more involved simulations gave the same overall behavior as presented here for a variety of surfaces with different overall patch densities [80]. Finally,
while starting the particle trajectory simulations at the secondary
minimum appears arbitrary, the normalization procedure described here facilitates a translation from many single-trajectory
runs to macroscopic deposition rates that are independent of the
initial condition of the trajectory simulations.
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Fig. 2. (a) Simulated and experimentally observed rates of 1 lm silica particle capture on patchy surfaces, for two ionic strengths. Also shown are two adhesion thresholds,
for the experimental data at j1 = 1.91 nm and the calculations at j1 = 4.24 nm. (b) Simulated and experimentally observed capture rates of 1 lm particles on surfaces of
different patch densities. Each ionic strength is a single data set. The density of patches at the crossing point, q*, is indicated. (c) Simulated and experimentally observed
capture rates of 2 lm particles on surfaces of different patch densities. Each ionic strength is a single data set.
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and a slower transport-limited particle capture rate. The latter is
expected since large particles diffuse more slowly than small ones.
Recapitulated in Fig. 3 are the data of Fig. 2b explicitly as a function of ionic strength on the x-axis, to facilitate comparison with
the literature [49,84,85]. Data for several different densities of cationic patches, with each patch density on a different curve, highlight the striking result that added salt can help or hinder
particle capture. On surfaces with low patch densities, increases
in ionic strength cause an increased particle capture rate. Increased
particle adhesion or ﬂocculation with added salt has been long reported in the literature, albeit with surfaces whose heterogeneities
were not characterized and homogeneity was implied by use of
DLVO-related arguments. We ﬁnd one report of calculated increased ﬂocculation with added salt in a heterogeneous system
[49]. With the greatest patch densities on the collector in Fig. 3
(30% and 40%), particle capture is insensitive to ionic strength
due to bulk solution transport limitations on particle capture.
However, for collectors whose patch densities are large, but fall
short of the transport-limited regime, (for instance 27% patches),
the particle adhesion rate is unexpectedly reduced with increasing
ionic strength.
DLVO theory predicts that, with the addition of monovalent
electrolyte, the net interactions between like-charged homogeneous surfaces become more attractive due to electrostatic screening and the increasing relative importance of van der Waals
attractions. Thus addition of salt to electrostatically-stabilized suspensions of homogeneous particles increases the aggregation rate.
One concludes that a similar effect occurs for our system when surfaces have less than 25% patches: here the primary effect of added
monovalent electrolyte may to be screen the electrostatic repulsion, allowing both van der Waals attractions and the electrostatic
attractions from the patches to increase the particle capture rate.
For surfaces with greater densities of cationic patches, however,
still falling short of transport-limited particle capture, the effect
of salt is to weaken both the attractions and repulsions. Apparently, in Fig. 3, in this regime with electrostatic attractions being
relatively important, added salt actually has a stabilizing effect,
due to the interaction of spatial ﬂuctuations in the local patch density, the size of the electrostatic zone of inﬂuence, and the strength
of the (screened) electrostatic interactions.
Summarized in Fig. 4 is the dependence of the adhesion thresholds from Fig. 2 on particle size and ionic strength. The symbols
represent experimental data while the curves are the simulation
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pDMAEMA layer of 0.45 mg/m2 for 100%. For this particular system, 50% patches corresponds to a nearly net neutral collecting
surface. Further, for this system, it is coincidental that the fractional mass coverage corresponds to the fractional area coverage
of the simulations, q. Part a of Fig. 2, for 1 lm particles, focuses
on ionic strengths of 0.026 and 0.005 M, corresponding to Debye
lengths of 1.96 and 4.24 nm. The experiments in part a are similar
to those previously published [66,67], but are more precise as a result of the use of the lateral microscope rather than near Brewster
reﬂectometry. The newly simulated particle capture rates are in
excellent agreement with the experimental observations, as there
are no adjustable parameters, indicating that the experimental system is sufﬁciently well characterized and understood.
Important features of the individual data sets (at ﬁxed ionic
strength) in Fig. 2a include: (1) a lack of particle capture on surfaces with extremely low levels of cationic features; (2) a threshold
denoting the minimum average density of cationic patches needed
for particle capture; (3) a regime, at greater cationic patch surface
densities than the threshold, in which the particle capture rates are
sensitive to the collector composition; and (4) a regime, here above
about 25% cationic patch density, in which the collector is net negative but particles adhere at the transport-limited rate. (This limiting rate is determined quantitatively, for a particular particle size
and ﬂow rate in our chamber, and conﬁrmed experimentally
[66]). Additionally, comparing data sets or ‘‘rate traces”, reveals
two effects of Debye length: the threshold shifts to greater patch
densities with larger j1 and, in addition, the rate traces become
steeper. These effects give an interesting crossing of the two data
sets.
We wish to emphasize that for collectors containing fewer than
50% patches, the surface is net negative. Substantial particle adhesion is observed with patch densities slightly greater than the
adhesion thresholds, corresponding to very negative surfaces.
Hence Fig. 2 documents strong overall colloidal attractions onto
surfaces which are net negative, a behavior which contradicts predictions of DLVO theory, even when van der Waals forces are included in the calculation. The favoring of localized attractions
over the repulsive interactions (which cover a larger substrate
area) is a result of the random heterogeneities.
The signiﬁcance of an adhesion threshold is worth noting: a
threshold, or a ﬁnite x-intercept, indicates that multiple cationic
patches are needed to trap a silica particle. By contrast, were the
particle capture rate, as a function of patch density, to pass through
the origin, then any collecting surface would, as long as it contained at least one cationic patch, be able to capture a microsphere,
albeit very slowly [64,66,67].
Considered in part b of Fig. 2 is a broader range of ionic
strengths, still for 1 lm particles, now corresponding to Debye
lengths from 1 to 10 nm. At high salt concentrations or small Debye lengths, the threshold is small and the particle capture rate
grows relatively gradually as the density of adhesive cationic
patches is increased, on the x-axis. In this limit, the surface is far
more adhesive than one would estimate by its average surface
charge, even including van der Waals interactions. This result corroborates various observations/speculations in the literature that
heterogeneity enhances the attractive component of the interaction [33,35–37,48,49]. In the limit of large Debye lengths, both
experiment and simulated rate traces converge to a steep shape,
independent of the Debye length. Here, if microparticle adhesion
occurs at all, it is transport-limited.
Presented in Fig. 2c are experimental and simulated data for
2 lm particles and the same range of ionic strengths. Here the
same trends are qualitatively observed, with excellent agreement
between simulations and experiments. The slight differences between the 1 and 2 lm particles include greater values of the adhesion threshold for the larger particles at the same ionic strength,
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Fig. 3. Experimental data from Fig. 2b for 1 lm particles, recast with ionic strength
as the independent variable. Curves here simply guide the eye.
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results. There is, again, strong agreement between experiment and
theory. Included in Fig. 4 are data for 460 nm particles from a previous paper [66], and new simulations for these smaller particles as
well. Two limiting behaviors are observed. First, for small Debye
lengths, the adhesion threshold extrapolates to zero. This suggests
that only for the smallest Debye lengths are individual patches able
to capture ﬂowing silica particles. This behavior contrasts with
prior reports of particle capture by immobilized attractive nanoparticles which protruded forward of the surface and could each
capture silica microspheres at ﬁnite Debye lengths [53]. In Fig. 4
for large Debye lengths, the Debye length has only a slight effect
on the threshold for particle capture, though the threshold is still
sensitive to particle size. Thus, two limiting behaviors are borne
out in Fig. 4: the ﬂuctuation-dominated limit at small Debye
lengths and a mean-ﬁeld-like limit at large Debye lengths.
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Fig. 5. (a) Geometric deﬁnition of the zone of inﬂuence having radius, Rzi. (b) The
electrostatic force as a function of radial position, x (deﬁned in Fig 5a), for a sphere
interacting with a plate. Calculations here are for two Debye lengths, 4.24 and
13.8 nm. These collapse to a single curve when the x-axis is scaled as shown.

5.2. The key role of contact area
An understanding of these limiting behaviors follows from the
identiﬁcation of key lengthscales. Because the different forces
(electrostatic, van der Waals, hydrodynamic) scale differently with
particle size and other parameters, a particular form to collapse the
data in Figs. 2–4 is not obvious. The radius of the effective contact
area between the spheres and the collector is an important lengthscale that depends on particle size and ionic strength, as illustrated
in Fig. 5a. Here a Debye shell around the particle intersects (a Debye cushion over) the planar surface. Hence the area on the planar
surface is termed the (electrostatic) zone of inﬂuence, and its radius Rzoi follows from geometry: Rzoi = 2(j1a)1/2.
If one considers a sphere near a plate, the electrostatic force decreases radially in the plane of the ﬂat surface, from the point of
closest approach, as shown in Fig. 5b. A second deﬁnition of the
zone of inﬂuence, apparent in the simulations and entirely consistent with that in Fig. 5a, is that Rzoi is the approximate radial distance from the contact point where the electrostatic force has
dropped to 99% of its value at contact or closest approach. In
Fig. 5b, this electrostatic force is calculated for 2 Debye lengths,
and the scaling from the geometric argument in Fig. 5a collapses
them exactly.
Particle adhesion requires that a sufﬁcient number of adhesive
patches be present in the zone of inﬂuence as a particle approaches
the surface. Because the local patch density ﬂuctuates spatially
(due to the random statistical nature of the patch deposition process), some regions of the surface are more adhesive than others.
When the zone of inﬂuence is small (at high ionic strengths or with

sharply curved particles), it can be relatively easy for a particle to
ﬁnd a (locally attractive) surface region containing a substantially
above-average number of patches. Here the particle will tend to
adhere. Conversely, when the zone of inﬂuence is large (for large
particles or low ionic strengths), an approaching particle samples
a more nearly average surface character. Since the surface is net
negative this tends to be repulsive. A larger average number of
patches is therefore required for particle capture, which results
in a shift of the threshold to higher patch densities at low ionic
strengths or for large particles.
When the Debye length exceeds about 8 nm for the 1 lm particles (or 6 nm for the 2 lm particles), the thresholds in Fig. 4 and
indeed the shapes of the rate plot in Fig. 2 become less sensitive ionic strength. At this point the zone of inﬂuence has become relatively large, so that particle capture is mostly sensitive to the
average surface character. We therefore term this regime of behavior as being mean-ﬁeld-like. It is important to note that the Debye
lengths corresponding to the onset of this mean-ﬁeld-like behavior, (6–8 nm) are still smaller than the average patch spacing near
the threshold, which is always greater than about 25 nm. Thus
throughout this work the cationic patches are fundamentally isolated from each other by negative surface charge. In the meanﬁeld-like limit, particle capture remains sensitive to particle size
due to the particle size sensitivity of Van der Waals and integrated
electrostatic forces, for instance as described by DLVO theory.
Hydrodynamics, with their particle size-squared dependence of
shearing forces [86], also contribute to the inﬂuence of particle
size, favoring the adhesion of small particles over larger ones.
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5.3. Domination by heterogeneities

The most dramatic feature of Fig. 6a is how the ionic strength affects the patch density needed for particle capture, as shown on the
y-axis. This dependence on ionic strength is a consequence of the
increasing size of the zone of inﬂuence with ionic strength (Rzoi /
j1/2). This point is further emphasized in Fig. 6c, which contains
plots of the minimum numbers of patches at the thresholds in the
zone of inﬂuence needed for particle capture for different ionic
strengths and particle sizes. (The 460 nm diameter particles were
simulated for comparison with data in a prior publication [66].)
The requirement for greater numbers of patches to capture larger
particles is expected because the size of the zone of inﬂuence and
the hydrodynamic forces increase with particle size.
An interesting aside is borne out in Fig. 6c: one can compare the
average numbers of patches involved in particle capture in these
gentle shearing conditions (39 s1) to the numbers of ligands and
receptors engaging to facilitate the capture biological cells from
ﬂowing streams. The ball-park numbers in our simple system can
be quite small, considerably less than 50 at physiological ionic
strengths corresponding to j1 of 1 nm or less. Extrapolating the
trends in Fig. 6c up to 8 lm spheres, the size of leukocytes, one still
ﬁnds small numbers of patches involved in particle capture, on the
order of 50. Our observations with this non-biological system
therefore are strikingly close to the estimations of 20–100 selectin
bonds engaged to sustain leukocyte rolling on injury-activated
endothelium [87,88].
The data of Fig. 6c are condensed in Fig. 6d to show how the
minimum number of patches needed for particle capture (corresponding to the adhesion threshold) varies with particle size and
ionic strength, with the patch number normalized by the area of
the zone of inﬂuence to give a local surface concentration. It should
be emphasized that the surface concentrations in Fig. 6d result
from the spatial ﬂuctuation of patches and represent ‘‘hot spots”
that are sticky enough for particle capture rather than the average
surface concentration. The remarkable observation in Fig. 6d is that
the local patch concentration that enables particle capture is virtu-
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As the observation of an adhesion threshold signals that multiple adhesive features are required for particle capture, it is obvious
to ask how many adhesive patches are actually involved. We are
not able to access this information experimentally; however, the
excellent agreement between simulated and experimentally observed particle capture rates in Fig. 2 suggests that simulated results for the number of patches involved in particle capture are
relevant.
The numbers of patches involved in particle capture was
determined by examining the surface features beneath adherent
particles in the many simulation runs making up Fig. 2.
Approximately 1000 simulations were conducted for each density
of cationic patches on the substrate and for each ionic strength and
particle size. Once a particle had arrested on the surface, the number of patches beneath it, within the zone of inﬂuence (the circle of
radius Rzoi centered under the particle), was determined. Illustrated
in Fig. 6a are the numbers of cationic patches found in the zone of
inﬂuence for simulations covering a subset of the conditions in
Fig. 2b: 1 lm particles adhering at Debye lengths from 1–8 nm.
Each datum in Fig. 6a represents the average of at least 1000 simulation runs, with typical statistics shown in Fig. 6b, for three arbitrary data points.
In Fig. 6a, at ﬁxed Debye length, the average number of patches
in the zone of inﬂuence (y-axis) beneath adherent particles increases only slightly as the average patch loading on the surface
(x-axis) is increased. This slight increase suggests that particles adhere at the ﬁrst opportunity rather than diffusing gradually on the
surface to the most adhesive region. That is, even though the average patch concentration is increasing on the x-axis of Fig. 6a, there
are still regions of surface with small numbers of patches, still
above the critical capture concentration. The particles adhere to
these spots rather than continuing a search for a more favorable
place to settle.

0.0

Fig. 6. (a) The average number of patches in the zone of inﬂuence beneath adherent 1 lm particles as a function of the percent positive patches originally loaded onto the
surface. This x-axis is the same as those in Fig. 2. (b) Example statistics for 50 surfaces at each ionic strength in (a), for surfaces having a 23 percent positive patches. (c) The
number of patches needed, at the adhesion threshold, to capture a microparticle for surfaces containing slightly greater than the threshold loading of positive patches. (d).
Renormalization of data in (c) on the size of the zone of inﬂuence. Similar data for 460 nm and 2 lm diameter particles are also included.
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Here, P describes the probability of ﬁnding a particular number, n,
of patches in the zone of inﬂuence, given that N is the average number of patches in the zone of inﬂuence. The parameter N is calculated based on the overall surface loading of patches. The average
concentration of patches in the zone of inﬂuence ðN=pR2zoi Þ is equivalent to the average patch loading, q, i.e. on the x-axis of Fig. 2.
Particle capture requires that some number larger than a critical
number of patches be present in the zone of inﬂuence. The Poisson
distribution is therefore summed above this critical number to
yield the complement of the cumulative distribution function,
PA(N), which describes the probability of particle capture, as a function of the average number in the zone of inﬂuence.

ally independent of ionic strength, save a slight 10% increase as the
ionic strength is varied over the full experimentally practical range.
The impact of particle size on the critical local concentration is
equally small. This insensitivity to particle size, in particular, suggests that colloidal interactions (electrostatic and, potentially,
van der Waals) far outweigh hydrodynamic interactions, even
though the latter scale as the particle size squared. This dominance
by the colloidal forces is expected for the gentle shear conditions of
the current study. Shear effects become more conspicuous as one
considers a broader range of ﬂow rates, as the threshold was found
to scale with wall shear to the 1/3 power [89].
For the particular system of silica with pDMAEMA cationic
patches at pH 6.1, it is observed that slightly more than
3000 patches/lm2 of collector are needed for particle capture, corresponding to 0.157 mg/m2 (or about 33% of saturation) locally in
the zone of inﬂuence. This concentration is much greater than
the average concentration at the adhesion threshold, which varies
from 2% to 22% or 0.009–0.099 mg/m2 as the Debye length is increased from 1–8 nm for a 1 lm particle. The random nature of
the surface, which makes such ﬂuctuations possible, is therefore
key to particle capture at these conditions than would otherwise
be non-adhesive.
Further, it is worth emphasizing that the local patch concentration for particle capture must depend on the nature of the underlying substrate. While the silica–silica repulsion at pH 6.1 is
substantial, this background repulsion increases with pH as a result of the silica charge density. One would expect, therefore, even
greater concentrations of cationic patches needed for particle capture at higher pHs.

ð7Þ

This expression is analogous to the simulated particle capture probability of Eq. (1). Shown in Fig. 7 is the probability for particle capture as a function of the average surface loading of patches on the xaxis, for 1 lm particles at different ionic strengths that vary the size
of the zone of inﬂuence. The criterion for adhesion was based
roughly on Fig. 6d, that more than 0.157 mg/m2 of pDMAEMA, or
3000 cationic patches/lm2 were present in the zone of inﬂuence.
Fig. 7 is analogous to Fig. 2b: the probability of particle capture is
analogous to the particle capture rate with the exception that the
transport limit will obscure conditions where the capture probability approaches unity, placing an upper limit on what is seen experimentally, and with simulations.
Several important insights are gained from Fig. 7. First, the general shapes of the probability curves correspond semi-quantitatively to the observations for particle capture rate in Fig. 2b. The
threshold shifts to the right with higher ionic strengths as a result
of the random patch arrangement, combined with variations in the
size of the zone of inﬂuence. This shift is shown in the inset of Fig. 7
for 3 particle sizes, analogous to Fig. 4. Also apparent in Fig. 7 is
that the crossing of the data sets is a natural consequence of the
Poisson distribution. When the zone of inﬂuence is small, smaller
numbers of patches are involved in particle capture and the statistics of the smaller numbers give rise to the gradual slope in the
rate/probability plots. As the size of the zone of inﬂuence increases,
the statistics involve increasingly larger numbers of patches and
the rate/probability plots become steeper, so that data sets cross.
The crossing point, q*, in Fig. 7 is signiﬁcant: as the zone of
inﬂuence is increased, the shapes of the probability or rate plots

The observation of a nearly ﬁxed local concentration of cationic
patches forming an adhesive criterion for particle capture motivates an exploration of the statistical nature of particle capture
and the crossover from ﬂuctuation-controlled capture to meanﬁeld-like behavior. Though a purely statistical approach neglects
hydrodynamic effects and the impact of particle trajectory upstream of the capture location, we performed the exercise of calculating the probability for particle capture, assuming a Poisson
distribution of sticky elements within the zone of inﬂuence:
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5.4. From statistical to mean-ﬁeld interactions
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converge to a step function at this average patch concentration.
The step function behavior corresponds to mean-ﬁeld-like particle
capture. Thus the crossing point of the rate plots reveal the meanﬁeld like plateau, the limit of the adhesion threshold at large Debye
lengths, in the state space in the inset of Fig. 7 or in Fig. 4. That this
point corresponds to the average surface condition, in the purely
statistical case of Fig. 7 is also clear: the crossing point,
0.157 mg/m2, or 33% coverage, recovers the 3000 patches/lm2 that
was put into the statistical treatment as the local concentration
needed for particle capture.
The crossing of the probability curves of Fig. 7 also reemphasizes that the ionic strength effects, which were mild in Fig. 3,
are indeed real. In particular, the surprising ﬁnding in Fig. 3 that ionic strength stabilizes particles against adhesion/ﬂocculation, is
consistent with the statistical result, in Fig. 7. Indeed, all surface
compositions above the crossing point in Fig. 7 (or Fig. 2) will become less adhesive with increases in ionic strength. These compositions comprise a small subset of the entire variable space, as
indicated in Fig. 7, because the trend is truncated by transport-limited particle capture. The more classical increase of adhesion (and
destabilization of suspensions) with increasing ionic strength occurs for surface compositions below the crossing point. This regime
compares well with one case previously published case for particle
adhesion on heterogeneous surfaces [49].
Also by way of comparison to prior literature, we ﬁnd a Poisson
treatment of the numbers of adsorbed PEI polycations needed to
capture half-micron-scale latex [58,59]. Here comparison of the
Poisson model to experiment revealed that between 2 and 3 adsorbed polymers are needed to capture each particle, consistent
with our ﬁndings given the higher molecular weight of the PEI
and lower pH, corresponding to lower background repulsion from
the bare substrate. However, in this other work, the Poisson treatment was employed only to determine the critical number of coils
needed for particle capture. Interpreting this critical number of adsorbed polymer molecules in the context of an equivalent contact
area or RZOI (ie. depending ionic strength and particle size) was not
considered. As a result no crossing of the experimental data or in
the model was observed.
Despite its simplicity, the statistical model qualitatively captures the key features of the data in Figs. 2–4, and in the literature
[58,59]. We were therefore motivated to extend this statistical
treatment to a scaling treatment, developed in the appendix. We
ﬁnd that the random distribution of ‘‘stickers” when treated as
Gaussian for large numbers of stickers (say above 10 or so) in the
zone of inﬂuence, leads to a (j1a)1/2 scaling of the adhesion
threshold. This scaling is shown in Fig. 8a for the thresholds in
the inset of Fig. 7, which were extrapolated from the curves in
the main body of Fig. 7. The scaling is tested in Fig. 8b for the
experimental data and simulations. The purely statistical model
adheres well to this scaling for the range of parameters tested,
while the experiments and simulations follow the scaling quite
well, though not nearly as perfectly due primarily to hydrodynamic
effects (and the history of particle motion over the surface).
While the analytical and scaling treatments reveal the importance of the statistical nature of the adhesive elements in the ability of the collector to capture particles, the entire development was
based on the premise of a constant local concentration of adhesive
elements in the zone of inﬂuence. This premise was shown to hold
to the ﬁrst order; however, real quantitative differences between
Fig. 7 and the experimental and simulated data in Figs. 2 and 4
indicate that other factors are also important.
There remains a slight impact of particle size, beyond that anticipated by the statistical models. While hydrodynamic forces are
small, they are sufﬁcient to shift the threshold, as previously documented [89]. The fact that the particles are ﬂowing over the surface also inﬂuences their probability of capture. Flow imparts a
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Fig. 8. (a) Test of scaling theory for the impact of ionic strength and particle size on
the adhesion threshold, for the analytical model. The threshold values for the 1 lm
particle were extrapolated directly from the curves in Fig. 7. A similar treatment
was employed to obtain threshold values for 1 lm and 460 nm particles. (b) Test of
scaling form for the experimental (symbols) and simulations (curves) from Fig. 4.

history-dependence along each particle’s trajectory, so that the upstream pattern of patches on the surfaces inﬂuences whether the
particle will be sufﬁciently close to the surface to adhere when a
hot spot is encountered. If the particle is far from the surface but
over a hot spot, it will approach the surface but be beyond the hotspot when it gets close enough to be trapped, and may be repelled
back again off the interface. Therefore, while the statistical treatments do an excellent job of explaining the general features of
the heterogeneous interactions, the simulations more precisely
match experiments because they take other important factors into
account (and, indeed, reveal the critical patch density in the zone
of inﬂuence required for adhesion, which was used as input for
the statistical model.)
6. Summary
This work exploited an electrostatic system of tiny randomlyplaced attractive surface elements to probe how heterogeneity alters the fundamental nature of colloidal interactions. While surface
heterogeneity has been implicated in a number of counterintuitive
interfacial behaviors, this work provided a clear picture of the
inﬂuence of heterogeneities because the model system allowed
for systematic variation in their density, with all interfaces being
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well-characterized. The surface density of these random attractive
elements was varied, along with the size of microparticles and the
Debye length, and the full state space for particle capture from
gentle ﬂow was mapped. Simulations quantitatively matched the
experimental results, conﬁrming that the appropriate variables
had been taken into consideration.
This study provided a detailed account of the general observation/speculation from the literature that attractive heterogeneities
can be responsible for ﬂocculation or particle adhesion when
mean-ﬁeld treatments predict stability. Because the heterogeneities were systematically varied in this investigation and no adjustable parameters were involved in the simulations or modeling, an
explanation of particle capture (ﬂocculation) was developed, based
on the probability of ﬁnding adhesive surface regions. The simulations were central to the development of these arguments because
they allowed access to features that were not measurable in experiments, such as the numbers of adhesive elements actually involved in particle capture. Indeed, a surprising result emerged,
that the local surface concentration of adhesive elements beneath
adhering particles was nearly constant. The simulations also facilitated an analogy between surface heterogeneities and receptors
on cell surfaces: the numbers of adhesive elements were within
the acceptable range of biological adhesion molecules.
Mean-ﬁeld treatments like DLVO, with interactions governed by
average electrostatic and van der Waals forces, have led us to the
general concept that addition of salt produces particle adhesion
and ﬂocculation. Here we reported that with heterogeneous surfaces, salt can either help or hinder ﬂocculation. In the limit where
attractive heterogeneities are sparse, added salt screens the stabilizing repulsion, much like that on uniform surfaces (DLVO), destabilizing dispersions. At the opposite extreme, however, when
attractive heterogeneities are dense, added salt also screens the
attractive surface regions, producing a net stabilizing effect.
A ﬁnal and overarching important concept developed in this
work is the continuity of behaviors that can be observed with heterogeneous systems, as the heterogeneity lengthscale is varied relative to the size of the interactive area between surfaces. With
large interactive areas, (for instance at low salt concentrations or
for large particles), mean-ﬁeld behavior is closely approximated
while for small particles or conditions that produce small interactive areas (such as high salt concentrations) the system is governed
by the distribution of ﬂuctuations. This is the case for the full range
of conditions, even though the surface topography always remains
discretized, that is the adhesive elements are always isolated relative to the lengthscales of interest. This work demonstrated that
the scaling law describing the threshold adhesion/ﬂocculation condition scales as (j1a)1/2 when the adhesive heterogeneities are
randomly distributed. This result derives only from a statistical
treatment and neglects the effects of hydrodynamics, particle trajectory, and physico-chemical detail.
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Appendix A. A scaling argument for the shape of the state space
plot
The dependence of the adhesion threshold on particle radius, a,
and Debye Length, j1, in Fig. 4 and the inset of Fig. 7, can be
understood by considering the statistics that govern the patches
within the area of inﬂuence A ¼ pR2zoi , where Rzoi = 2 (j1a)1/2 as
before. For adhesive elements randomly distributed on a surface,

the Poisson distribution that describes their arrangement approaches a Gaussian form when approximately 10 or more patches
are of interest. This condition is met in our case, as evidenced by
the minimum numbers of patches needed for particle capture, in
Fig. 6, which are most often greater than 20.
As one varies the average surface loading of patches (q, on the
x-axes in the rate plots of Fig. 2), the distribution of the local patch
concentration shifts, as shown in Fig. A.1. Here the local number of
patches, n on the x-axis, that one might ﬁnd within the area of
inﬂuence, A, exhibits a bell-shape, with the distributions shifting
to the right as the surface is loaded with greater average densities
of patches, q1, q2, etc. N1 and N2 correspond to the mean of the distribution in Fig. A.1 for average surface loadings q1, q2, etc. The distribution also widens as this average loading is increased.
The experiments and simulations have shown that particle capture can occur only when the particle encounters a critical number
of patches n*, which, roughly, is a ﬁxed number for our experimental conditions and for a particular area of the zone of inﬂuence A, in
Fig. 6c. The adhesion thresholds seen in Figs. 2 and 4, are exceeded
only when the average concentration of patches gives rise to a ﬁnite likelihood of a particle ﬁnding n* patches the zone of inﬂuence.
Fig. A.1 shows that this can be expected only when the tail of the
distribution crosses n* substantially.
We could write this latter criterion by saying that the average
patch number inside the zone of inﬂuence at the threshold, NT
must be within a standard deviation hDn2i1/2 of the target, n*:

NT þ hDn2 i1=2 ¼ n

ðA:1Þ

For Gaussian statistics, the standard deviation is related to the average, hDn2i1/2 = N1/2, which gives

NT þ N1=2 ¼ n :

ðA:2Þ

For N and n*  1 this requirement becomes

n  NT  n1=2 :

ðA:3Þ

While we observed that the concentration of patches inside the
zone of inﬂuence was ﬁxed at some particular surface concentration
q* (of Fig. 6d), n* (of Fig. 6c) is area-dependent:

n ¼ pR2zoi q

ðA:4Þ

Likewise, the average of the distribution, N is related to q, the average loading, for instance on the x-axis of Figs. 2 and 4:

N ¼ pR2zoi q

ðA:5aÞ

so that at the threshold

NT ¼ pR2zoi qT

ðA:5bÞ

Therefore, Eq. (A.3) becomes

Prroba
ability of F
Find
ding
g
Target Patch Number

406

n*
N1

N2

NT

n

Fig. A.1. The probability of ﬁnding a target number, n, of patches in the zone of
inﬂuence, when N1, N2, etc. are the average numbers of patches in the zone of
inﬂuence. n* is the critical number of patches in the zone of inﬂuence needed for
particle capture, such as on the y-axis of Fig. 6c. NT is the average number of patches
in the zone of inﬂuence at the adhesion threshold, related to the overall patch
loading at the adhesion threshold in Fig. 2.
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pR2zoi q  pR2zoi qT  ðpR2zoi q Þ1=2 ;

ðA:6Þ

or

q  qT  ðpR2zoi q Þ1=2 ¼ ð1=2Þðq =pÞ1=2 ðj1 aÞ1=2 :

ðA:7Þ

The crossing of the rate plot data near a capture probability of 50%
in Fig. 7 provide an indication of the critical concentration of
patches in the zone of inﬂuence, q*. The parameter q* is a system-speciﬁc constant that also appears as the concentration of
patches in the zone of inﬂuence needed for particle capture. Therefore both q* and qT are known, with the former being a constant,
and the latter dependent on particle size and ionic strength in the
manner observed in the state space of Fig. 2.
Eq. (A.7) therefore predicts an inverse square root scaling with
Debye length and particle size for the adhesion threshold about
its plateau value in state space.
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